INTRODUCTION
the interdisciplinary information science aspects, where methods and techniques around spatial and semantic data interoperability for visualisation, distributed geoprocessing and knowledge engineering for To advance theory in GIScience existing gaps need to be revealed and the current understanding 50 of phenomena needs to be improved. The context of the presented research framework is 1) the ever-51 increasing collection of specifically geoscientific and environmental data in general, in a wide variety of 52 formats, 2) the evolving data formats, data and database models and formalised standards and 3) their 53 application in data collection, storage, harmonisation, discovery, access and transfer in the Earth Sciences.
54
A central assumption for this research framework is that method and techniques of geoscientists, GIS stages, processes and in-and outputs of GT as explained in detail in the following sections.
116
One particular aspect that differentiates GT from many other research methods and methodologies is 117 that it is explicitly emergent and does not aim to prove or falsify a hypothesis in the first place (Glaser, 118 2008; Glaser and Strauss, 1967) . The aim is to understand the research situation, as Glaser states it, to 119 discover the theory implicit in the data (compare with Figure 2 ). GT provides reconciliation where the 120 field of geographical and environmental spatio-temporal data and software integration for earth sciences 121 is complex and scattered. The in-depth analysis of the situation based on GT will reveal required patterns 122 to inform a holistic design approach subsequently (Beck et al., 2013). 
Research Situation and Minor Literature Review

124
In GT initial research questions are to be avoided and an in-depth gap analysis of the field under 125 investigation might blind the researcherFLs ability to let theory emerge. But to frame the area of interest 126 and based on first impressions from the field as well as to comply with academic guidelines for research 127 publications, the researcher can start off with a minor literature review to be able to understand technical 128 jargon and the current research situation within the data. Glaser instead suggests background reading in 129 adjunct fields to provide the understanding to make sense of the data, while avoiding the most closely 130 related literature. Consequently, the increasingly comprehensive literature review can be progressed as 
Coding and Memoing
149
The analysis of the body of data starts with coding, i.e. excerpting key points which are then assigned 150 a code. Initially the code might be a phrase that summaries the key point in two or three words. Over 
Categories and properties
156
A category is a theme or distinct context which embodies certain characteristics. It is interpreted in Figure 5 . Applying the Constant Comparative Method on data: the result can mean absorbing the data into an existing category, or creating a new because of sufficient distinction.
Core category
160
Eventually several categories emerge as a result of data analysis and one category will be found to 161 emerge with high frequency of mention. It is able to account for most variations in the data and connects 162 meaningfully with many other categories which are emerging. This is likely to the core category. It 163 advised to be not too eager to choose a core category or to choose too early in the data collection. However,
164
when it becomes clear that a category is mentioned with high frequency and is well connected to other 165 categories, it will be adopted this as the core category.
166
Memos
167
Memoing is an on-going process of writing conceptual notes throughout the GT process as whenever 
Sampling and Saturation
173
As categories emerge from data, the researcher seeks to add samples in a way that it further increases 174 the diversity for the purpose of strengthening the emerging theory. This is done by defining properties 
Sorting and Writing-Up
182
Once the data collection and coding are finished and categories saturated, the theoretical memos can be 183 arranged on a conceptual level, which is called Sorting. Sorting allows forming an outline of the theory 184 which aims to explain how the categories relate to the core category. As the theory starts to emerge, the In the presented research framework the process of coding, sampling and memoing informs the Further considerations in the complexity of the problem are the different levels of conceptualisations:
206
• real world trying to be captured in data: e.g. geographical feature abstraction and data formats 207 designed by humans to capture real world objects/features and besides standardised ways, i.e. 
Development
226
Based on the suggestions, an artefact is designed and implemented in the development phase. The 227 implementation can be pedestrian and prototypical, depending on the anticipated goal. Furthermore, the 228 design as well its implemented artefact is supposed to be improved over multiple iterations. 
Evaluation
230
In the evaluation phase of the design process it is checked whether the artefact solves the problem, and its 
Conclusion
235
The GT process of developing theory is the main guiding input for the iterative improvement stages of Thus, the grounded theory is objectively refined into a novel design theory.
248
CASE STUDIES FOR DATA COLLECTION AND EVALUATION
249
GT provides the instruments to reason over all data as they become available. This creates a theory which 250 is grounded in the data and which is the foundation of the design blueprints. The data is predominantly way that data is compared to the emerging theory. In an emergent study, it is likely to be unknown at the 272 beginning which literature will turn out to be relevant later. Thus, the constant comparison of GT remains 273 an essential core process.
274
In DSR, progress is achieved when existing technologies are replaced by more effective ones. DSR 275 suggests substantive tests in the sense of natural science research. Not only must an artefact be evaluated,
276
but the evaluation criteria themselves must be determined for the artefact in a particular environment.
277
By their nature, single case studies and instantiations of a design do not meet the requirement of Finally, the DSR process flow has been extended with GT and Case Studies (Figure 9 ). This results
286
in the explicit triangulated research framework that will be applied throughout this article. Rigorous 
DISCUSSION
293
GT by itself is not intended to provide an immediate solution to a problem. Its capability is to yield better to validate and improve the overall design theory along the way.
303
The departure point for the presented method is existing theory and artefacts. Flaws and issues of the researcher to be open for patterns in data without immediately theorising reasons.
313
It is a human trait to try to find meaning in everything, thus every bit of information wants to be put 314 into context and thus, be theorised. This can distract and cloud the researcher's ability to let the data flow 
CONCLUSION
332
In retrospection, the developed research philosophy is a successful guiding principle for the context of
333
GIScience engineering research and development.
334
Through the circumscription in DSR new knowledge is generated, and implementations serve as
Why not only Grounded Theory?
Originally developed in and for the social sciences, most literature about GT refers to the data as the nuance of geographical case study areas and thus serves as an explicit body of data for GT and DSR. 
